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Misato Suzume

Misato Suzume is a player character played by Yoshi.

Misato Suzume

Species: Nekovalkyrja, Type 33
Gender: Female

Age: 4 years (Aug 04)
Height: 165cm/5ft 5in
Weight: 46.25k/102lb

Organization: Star Army of Yamatai
Occupation: Star Army Infantry

Rank:
 Shoi Kohosei

Orders: Orders
Current Placement: YSS Soyokaze

Physical Characteristics

Height: 165cm/5ft 5in
Mass: 46.25k/102lb
Measurements: 35D-24-35

Build and Skin Color: Misato's lithe yet strong form, is cloaked within her gray skin. She is lean without
looking overly thin. Her muscles are defined by faint outlines of her flesh.

Eyes and Facial Features: She has a stern, hard-edged, freckled heart-shaped face with almond shaped
golden eyes.

Ears: Her fuzzy light blue Neko Ears twitch from time to time the only marking on them is the nick in the
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top of the left ear. They only calm down in combat or other stressful situations.

Hair Color and Style: Her dark blue hair is cut short, allowing only a few inches to free float in Zero-g.

Distinguishing Features: Her identification tattoo is etched down her backbone starting at the hair line
and continuing down to the top of her SPINE. She has thin gray tail that ends with a tuff of dark blue.

Psychological Characteristics

Personality: Misato is a very misunderstood figure. She places on a mask of indifference and uncaring,
and this cold shell is what most see. She tries to ignore her emotions in any official case, fearing that she
is too soft, and unfit for her responsibilities. Beneath it all, she is a warm person with perhaps too much
sympathy. Very few know her true self, and few ever will. She has repeatedly put herself into harms way
so that the rest of the squad could be pulled out safely.

Likes: She loves steaks for her evening meals, preferably rare and bloody. In her free time she
works with her personal weapons and works out, so that all the equipment involved is in peak
performance. other times she prefers to find a quiet warm spot to read old dime store military
serials.
Dislikes: She Dislikes fish, large open environments and finds atmosphere reentry disconcerting.
PORTAJOHNS
Goals: She hopes and strives to be a commander of a special operations squad.

History

Misato was made by the Ketsurui Zaibatsu on Yamatai (Planet), where she underwent standard Star Army
of Yamatai training without any issues. She is eager to receive her first assignment.

Service Aboard the YSS Eucharis

Gifted

Boarded the Eucharis, and joined the crew, Left for a mission to recover the Sho'Sho's clone, Misato
received quite a few wounds, and thought the mission on a whole could be considered a success, Misato
view her actions and mission performance a failure.

The Nest

As the Crew prepped for a mission, Misato is racked with guilt over her actions on the last mission. Once
she was decked out in gear and away with the rest of team 2, she lead her four Neko escorts and fought
multiple Ripper units. Team 2 boarded and pirated a NMX ship, finding a torpedo in the bridge Misato
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helped disarm it. As a battled brewed around the ship she was ordered to modify the torpedo to boost its
damage and make it lighter. After building her “Gift” she through it out an air lock into the Station. When
commanded She detonated it. The Ship jumped and the team was brought home to the Eucharis.

Peoples of the North

At the start of the away mission Misato found herself the most senior member of the the away team,
taking the lead Misato lead the group from one bad situation to the next. the shuttle crashing, the first
ambush in the NMX base, the shuttle being stolen, to the fact that almost everyone on the team took hits
and wounds. the mission end in Misato taking an Aether Blade in her gut. If it wasn't for the timely arrival
of Nayacesen Takeyu, the mission would have been lost, and the team dead. After the mission Misato
took full responsibility for the failure of the mission. Since she has tried to hide her guilt and depression
by looking after her roommate Murakami Mitsuko (Mimi-chan), Misato maybe mistaking her need for
someone around, for feelings for Mimi-chan.

One Man Trash

Upset after the last mission Misato asked if Takeyu would take her on a side operation, so that she could
work with him to become a better leader. The operation consisting of Victory, Takeyu, and herself to
HX-21. The mission was going off well, but it changed from one that was an lesson to one of investigating
an odd Lorath ship on the surface.

During this investigation, the team discovered an ID-SOL who had been a slave aboard this ship, which
turned out to be a pirate vessel. After some investigation, the group loaded up several items about the
shuttle they rode to the planet on, including an Orchesstian and a few others.

HX-12

While investigating the NMX starport that was supposedly destroyed and abandoned, her small squad
was attacked by Rippers. Being killed during the assult Misato found herself in a Hemo-tube aboard the
ship, looked at suicide charge options to rescue the rest of the team. Instead the starport was destroyed
from orbit.

Hanako's World

After the insanity of, apparently, the last few missions. The Eucharis was ordered back to home port to
give its crew some liberty.

Immediate plans changed when a marching band arrived to greet the Eucharis and the Misato was given
the Rank advancement to Nito Heisho. Flush with indecision she raced off as soon as she could to meet
with Takeyu for advice. Which was cut short by having to return to deal with an incident between Mitsuko
and Sienna. Once that was solved she left to go shopping for clothes for the dinner.
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Misato arrived late to the party and attempted to give a give of a pistol to Sienna, but through mis-
understanding, Sienna panicked and tackled Misato, destroying her kimono in the process. Though once
the incident was over nothing was hurt past a bit of silk and a bit of Mistao's pride.

After the party Misato got to know Takeyu a bit better.

Service Aboard the YSS Soyokaze

With her permotion she also was transfered aboard the brand new Ship Soyokaze. She was assigned to
being the ships infantry lead. She wasn't thrilled but was ready for the task. Along with her Came Bors,
Cheiko, and Takeyu. Takeyu had offered to let her stay with him in his quarters but then after talking to
her gave her her own officer quarters.

Mission 1

The Soyo jumped into a system with a large gas giant with a moon, the objective was to rescue the
civilian refugees on the moon. The assault started off fairly well, until Misato had her arm blown off and a
few holes punched into her. She was ready to continue the fight but the medic sent her back to the ship
for some medical treatment. So much for her first operation in lead.

Skill Areas

Communication

Misato is familiar with basic radio operation and procedures and can make transmissions to and receive
transmissions from other characters through headsets, starships, power armor, and shuttles in both
combat and non-combat conditions. Misato is fluent in Nepleslian and Yamataian. She can speak and
write both correctly and efficiently and can write reports, fill forms, issue orders under fire, etc.

Fighting

She received hand-to-hand combat training, followed up with a rigorous training program. She is skilled
and experienced in combat both in Yamatai-like conditions and in zero-gravity, with and without
weapons. Weapons she is trained in include energy pistols, knives, and power armor.

Technology Operation

She is capable of operating any computer system that uses the Kessaku OS, found on all Star Army
starships. She is proficient in entering and/or searching for information.
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Mathematics

She received basic mathematics training, to including up to algebra and trigonometry.

Equipment

She had learned to Maintain and repair both a Daisy M6 Infantry Power Armor, and Mindy M2 Power
Armor. Operation of a Type 30 Light Utility Truck a Type 30 Surface Terrain Vehicle. She also learned the
use and navigate by a planetary terrain map.

Security

Her Training included POW detaining and handling.

Demolitions

She can identify, manufacture, handle and dispose of explosives. With the proper tools, she can detect
and disarm enemy explosives as well. She became quite adapt at the use of demo charges during
infiltration training missions.
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Current PA load out

Ke-M2-1H "Mindy" Power Armor

Right Shoulder: Standard Beam Cannon
Left Shoulder: Standard Beam Cannon
Center back: Ke-M2-W2913 Aether/Scalar Submachine Gun
Legs: NSB Launchers
Hand Carried: type 33 Auto Grenade Launcher
Slung Duffel bag: 4 blocks of plastic explosive, 5 yards of det-cord, 3 satchel charges, and enough
detonators for all of it. Also in the bag is a second ammo box for the Grenade launcher.

Misato's Finances

Misato Suzume is currently a Shoi Kohosei in the Star Army of Yamatai. All funds in KS
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YE 33

Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
3000 Starting Funds
2900 -100 e-reader
12,900 +10000 Year-End Holidays Gift from Yaichiro to Eucharis Crew
13,121 +221 Dec

YE 34

Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
13,342 +221 Jan
13,563 +221 Feb
13,784 +221 Mar
14,005 +221 Apr
14,226 +221 May
14,447 +221 June
14,668 +221 July
14,368 -300 Leather Jacket
14,811 +443 Aug (Rank increase)
15,254 +443 Sept
15,697 +443 Oct
16,140 +443 Nov
6140 -10000 SCSC 5 Grab Bag
10,450 +4310 Misato's Junk Sales
9450 -1000 Gifts for Mimi-chan
9893 +443 Dec
14,893 +5000 yule Gift from Takeyu

YE 35

Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
15,336 +443 Jan
15,779 +443 Feb
16,222 +443 Mar
16,665 +443 Apr
17,008 +443 May
17,451 +443 June
17,874 +443 July
18,317 +442 Aug
18,759 +442 Sept
19,201 +442 Oct
20,308 +1107 Nov (Rank increase)
20,008 -300 Clothes for both her and Junko
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Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
21,115 +1107 Dec

YE 36

Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
22,222 +1107 Jan
23,329 +1107 Feb
24,436 +1107 Mar
25,543 +1107 Apr
26,650 +1107 May
27,757 +1107 Jun
28,864 +1107 July
29,971 +1107 Aug
31,078 +1107 Sept
32,185 +1107 Oct
33,292 +1107 Nov

YE 37

Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
34,399 +1107 Jan
35,506 +1107 Feb
36,613 +1107 Mar
37,720 +1107 Apr
38,384 +664 May
39,048 +664 Jun
39,712 +664 July
40,376 +664 Aug
41,040 +664 Sept
41,704 +664 Oct
42,368 +664 Nov
43,032 +664 Dec

YE 38

Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
43,696 +664 Jan
44,360 +664 Feb
45,024 +664 Mar
45,688 +664 Apr
46,352 +664 May
21,352 -25,000 Purchase of supplies from SCSC

Jun
July
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Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
Aug
Sept
Oct
Nov
Dec

Misato's Inventory

Inventory for Misato Suzume

Clothing

Issued

Star Army Environmental Suit, Type 28 (AMES)
2 Working Uniform. Includes boots and gloves.
1 Type 30 Duty Uniform (includes shoes)
1 Star Army Duty Uniform, Type 35
2 Star Army Exercise Uniform, Type 29 (can also used as sleepwear)
Star Army Undergarments

Personal

a white box with clothing inside… (gift from Mitsuko)
2 pair of pajama pants
Pair of slippers
10 Civilian outfits
A pretty and traditional kimono (you pick the colors) with tabi, and geta (Basically a complete
outfit).
An NMX neko's hat picked up on a previous Eucharis mission.
Big Box of Leather Clothing and Accessories… and Rope
Tight Yamataian bodysuits

Issued Items

Ke-M2-1H "Mindy" Power Armor
Ke-M4-W2901 Light Armor Service Rifle (Tier 5 Medium Anti-Armor) with Ke-M4-W2902 LASR-
SLAG
Star Army Butt Pack, Type 29 containing:

Type 31A Survival Kit
Star Army Duffel Bag, containing:
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Star Army Toiletry Kit
Star Army Utility Belt, Type 32, light-blue gray

Communicator, Type 29
Flashlight, Floating, Type 32
Star Army Science Scanner, Type 31
Nekovalkyrja Service Pistol, Type 33 with 2 BR-28E Battery Magazines (1 in the pistol and 1
extra)

Personal Items

E-reader
A box of old military magazines and manuals
1 set of expensive bath products and a gift basket full of hair care products
High quality luggage carrier with name plate
Diary book w/ gel pens
Limited Edition and Individually Numbered Yui Scout Ceremonial Sword
A snow globe with the YSS Eucharis inside
A YSS Eucharis model kit complete with paints
Plush Toy resembling the Eucharis (keep out of reach of cats! They LOVE the beads!)
Type 34 Multi-Function Bracelet (1B Variant)
Star-Army-Blue-colored rolling luggage case and matching shower kit bag with both the character's
name and a large image of YSS Eucharis embroidered on it.
A daily calendar with a picture of a cool explosion every day.
Gift Certificate for 1 Deluxe Visit Kagayaki Cosmetics Day Spa
Te-G6 Tsuibo Orb
A self-help book about planning and organization found in the cargo dump some months ago. It has
obviously been read, and there are 'helpful' notes carefully written throughout in Mitsuko's crisp
handwriting, along with pages marked with taped-in notes and other bookmarks.
6 issues of “BOOM: HEADSHOT!” monthly arms Magazine

Personal Weapons

2X Zen Armaments 10mm Covert Ops Pistol
Plus another 8 Zen Armaments 10mm Covert Ops Pistol
Box of 20 Star Army Fragmentation Grenade, Type 30 (Black stripe)
2X Crate of Ammunition, Nepleslian .45 Zen Armaments
Nekovalkyrja Service Pistol, Type 30 with 2 BR-28E Battery Magazines (1 in the pistol and 1 extra)

YB-28A Triple Power magazine for the NSP, with scope, rails, and charger
Nekovalkyrja Service Pistol, Type 30L with 2 BR-28E Battery Magazines (1 in the pistol and 1 extra)

YB-28A Triple Power magazine for the NSP, with scope, rails, and charger
Limited Edition and Individually Numbered Yui Scout Ceremonial Sword
1 Kâbo Veltin (Task Blade), black handle. Blade engraved with T&T YE 36/755 CY
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Vehicles

Lo-moto Motor Bike - Regular Edition (A Basic Motorcycle)
Type 30 Surface Terrain Vehicle (NMX-captured)
Ki-T2/Ke-T2 "Kitty" Stealth Aeroshuttle
Star Army Escape Pod, Type 29, unused

Food

A box of assorted chocolates from Hanako's World.
Bag of chocolates

Alcohol

5 Crates of exotic liquor
6-liter bar-tap bottle of Nepleslian whiskey
A Bottle of YE 32 Sakura Blush Wine (from Hanko’s star)

Pets

Large Stasis-Cage with one Kohanian Brakin Lizard
New Kawaii with portable_happy_kawaii_tm_kawaii_care_kit

Shop Items

Random severed chunk of flesh
Lorath First Aid Kit - First Aid Cabinet
Steel Bulkhead (damaged)
Sheet of Carbon Fiber
SSCC-XL containing robots (half full)
New laptop navigational computer with interface cable
Pornographic Holo-Vid by Flash Bang Entertainment (Kinky Kohana series, “She-Who-Lifts-Her-Tail
XI”)
2 crates various “marital aids”
Control panel, cracked
Shipment of 88 Zen Armaments 10mm Covert Ops Pistol
Wooden Crates Full of Citrus Fruits
Electric Keyboard (missing keys)
Shipment of Cornmeal grain, 5 Huge bags
Crate of Produce infested with Neplisian pests
Crate of Ammunition, Nepleslian .45 ZA
Tape Measure
Shipment of hair products
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Wad of burnt plastic
Electrical cabling. 5m
9 Fireproof Balaclavas
Transparent Durandium windows/windshields
Yekloka Tasbate (Singing Crystal) produces haunting music from the Gartagen home star
Used Assistant Android
1 animated singing ID-SOL skeleton - glows in the dark
Plastic Azorean skull, eyes light up when something gets within 3 feet and a cackling sound comes
out.
SSCC-XL containing jet fuel

Stuff from Tamahagane Corporation's Trick or Treat
Celebration

(2014)

Used Emrys Uno Sunglasses
New EM-G7 Emrys Environ suit

Stuff from HAC Trick or Treat Event

YE 36 / CY 755 (2014)

T-Shirt with a zombie Irormakuanke male
1 HS-PE5-1a Makoa'sa Temaor'a (Artisan Board)

OOC Notes

This page was originally created on 2013/09/01 22:08 by Yoshi.

Do Not Allow to be adopted out… rather the character is killed off.

Character Data
Character Name Misato Suzume
Character Owner Yoshi
Character Status Inactive Player Character
Approval Thread URL stararmy.com/…
Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Career Status Active Duty
SAOY Rank Shoi
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Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Occupation Star Army Infantry
SAOY Assignment YSS Soyokaze
Orders Orders
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